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President’s Corner

Hello Everyone and thanks for reading the very first edition of our club 
Newsletter.   A few months ago I had a meeting with a few club officers and 
decided that it would be a good idea to start a club newsletter to document the 
various accomplishments of the club.  Many other aviation clubs have 
newsletters and I thought it would be a good idea to do the same.  

This 3rd quarter we have seen lots of growth.  We have had eight new members 
join this quarter and the club has created two new Private Pilots.  Also our 
Cessna 182 has finally been officially added to the club giving our flying members 
the option of flying a fast and capable cross-country plane.  Our reliable Piper 
Cherokee continues to be an excellent training aircraft for our students and has 
the reputation of being one of the best Cherokee 180s on the field.  

While COVID has been absolutely horrible, it has generated a lot of interest in 
general aviation.  We are continually getting inquiries about the club from people 
who want to learn how to fly.  Perhaps with the vast majority of our nation being 
stuck at home this pandemic has renewed the publics interest in being up in the 
sky and viewing the world from above.  As a club we would like to take advantage 
of this renewed interest and continue to promote General Aviation to our 
community and create safe and responsible pilots.  

As always, I wish you all Clear Skies and tailwinds

Daniel Haverporth

Las Cruces Aviators Club President



Our New Private Pilots

Diana Manny



Hails and Farewells

Hails

• Marc

• Barry

• David

• Douglas

• Javier

• Alfredo

• Thomas

• Gabriel

Farewells

• Manny

• Jeff 

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under 
CC BY-NC-ND

http://herchelspringer.blogspot.com/2012_06_01_archive.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Monthly Zoom Gatherings (4th Saturday at 10 AM) 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Alas COVID has forced us to cancel our monthly gatherings at our 
hangar and forced us all to meet on Zoom.  I know meeting in 
person is more fun than doing Zoom calls but I hope you all are 
able to meet with us on Zoom still.  We do have important 
announcements and Safety Presentations that we share with all 
of you.  Since safety is a priority with our club we hope that you 
all will attend at least 3 safety presentations a year.   

If you do not get the Las Cruces Aviators emails and would like to 
get the link to attend our Zoom gatherings please send an email 
to lascrucesaviators@gmail.com to be put on the mailing list.

https://www.wired.it/internet/web/2020/01/30/zoom-videconferenze/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
mailto:lascrucesaviators@gmail.com


A Word from Juliet 

Hello Pilots!  I am your favorite Piper Cherokee.  I’ve been doing lots a flying 
for the club; in fact, I’ve been flying almost every day.  I’ve been flying in 90 
degree heat, suffered a blown tire thanks to a thorn on the ramp, and I 
endure hard landings from all the new students.  Now do I ever complain?  
Do I ever spend weeks in maintenance?  No, but until recently that Romeo 
has been doing absolutely nothing except sitting in the hangar and staring 
at me all day long.  He says he wants me to be his girlfriend; well I say if you 
want me to be our girlfriend then you better work for a living.  I don’t date 
lazy guys who sit around and don’t do anything all day.  The women 
shouldn’t be doing all the work; am I right ladies? Anyway I am glad to see 
that he is starting to fly again.  Its about time he start pulling his weight 
around here.  One thing I am looking forward to is the cooler weather; I 
hate having to fly in this thin air.  Density altitude is hard on a delicate little 
plane like myself.  I really do enjoy flying with you all and I will be seeing 
you at the airport.

Love Juliet

P.S. Please tell the Airport Manager to remove all tire deflating thorns from 
the ramp.  Do you know how much it hurts to land on a flat tire?



A Word from Romeo:

Hello Las Cruces Aviators!  Thanks for purchasing me and putting 
me in your flying club.  I still haven’t met many of you, but I am 
starting to get acquainted with some of the pilots in your club.  I 
am so glad to be flying again!  I didn’t get to fly much with my 
previous owner so I am looking forward to flying more often with 
the flying club.  I used to do aerial photography with my previous 
owner but all the business  dried up and I wasn’t able to fly much.  
I know many of you have been impatient to see me flying again, 
especially Juliet. Juliet has been harping on me for being lazy and 
unreliable but you know when an airplane sits for a long time he 
needs tender love and care to get him going again.  You see, I 
needed a new cylinder and work on the exhaust and muffler 
systems. Shoulder harnesses were installed and my front 
windshield just wouldn’t do and was also replaced. In addition, I 
needed a very thorough inspection before I was even allowed to 
fly for the Las Cruces Aviators.

Then, to top it off, my mechanic, Dan, also does maintenance on 
helicopters, and these so called “aircraft”, if they can be called 
that, break down all the time. So I have learned that I share Dan’s 
affection with not only Juliet but also a helicopter of all things!

Anyway I am happy to report that I am flying now and I am 
running great.  I hope to meet more of you in the future.

Sincerely,
Romeo



Introducing the 2020 
Las Cruces Aviators 

Club Officers



Hi my name is Tania Privette.  I’m one of the original founding members of 
the Las Cruces Aviators and currently serve as a Board Member and Vice 
President, after serving as Club President for 2 years.  In 2011, I did a business 
and marketing plan on the Las Cruces International Airport for my Master’s 
degree at NMSU.  Not only did I earn my MBA, I met my husband, Dan 
Privette, who serves as the Club’s Lead mechanic.

I have flown about 10 hours as a student pilot and would like to ultimately 
obtain my pilot’s license and learn to fly drones.

My day job is a credit compliance officer where I review the credit actions of 
agricultural based loans.  I started this position July 2020.  Prior to that, I was 
a Senior Credit Analyst for 13 years at the same company and a farmer for 18 
years before that (NM and AZ).

I’m honored to be a part of this club and be part of Doug’s dream to just see 
people fly!  I enjoy helping out with the EAA Young Eagle Flights. There is 
something about seeing a young child’s face light up after their first flight!  
We have a great club and this year’s officers are really a great bunch.  I look 
forward to continuing to serve you.

A Word from the Vice President



A Word from our Maintenance Officer

Hi my name is Dan Privette.  I’m also one of the original founding members of 
the Las Cruces Aviators club.  I have always loved working on machines.  I 
remember my father bringing home a motorcycle (Originally a mail order 
from Sears, a Benelli) that didn’t run around the age of 12 and he told me to 
figure it out. For the next 25+ years, I earned many ASE certifications as well 
as several Master ASE certifications.  Over the years, I have been in 
construction, been a fabricator, a farm equipment and vehicle mechanic.    

I have always had a passion for flying and obtained my pilot’s license years 
ago, but never flew as much as I’d have liked.  When the opportunity came up 
to become an A & P mechanic, I jumped at the chance, graduating with a 
4.0GPA out of Roswell’s aviation technology school.  Three years later, I 
became an IA.

I currently service the aircraft for the club and I also work for Air Methods as 
a helicopter mechanic.  I’m the Deming Base mechanic.  Being a part of the 
Las Cruces Aviators’ organization that helps people fly and to work for an 
organization that gets people emergency medical care are both rewarding.  

I’d like to get into back country flying one day and to earn my instrument and 
commercial rating.



A word from Board Member and Club Secretary Don Schrier

Las Cruces Aviators.

For LC club members who may not know me, Don Schrier, I 
have been appointed Board 
Member/Secretary/Landscape/weed control officer for our 
club.  I have been with the club since the original organization 
of the club.  

My background is Army Aviation, flying helicopters, and fixed 
wing aircraft. I was military fixed wing instructor for U-8 and 
C-12 aircraft.  I flew civilian helicopters as owner /partner of 
PCI Helicopters, located in central Illinois.  Flying agriculture, 
flight instruction, sling loads and air taxi. I attended FAA 
Designation school for helicopter private/commercial 
certificates. I retired from the Illinois Army National Guard. I 
moved to Las Cruces 17 years ago, was hired as helicopter 
instructor for Southwest Medevac.  Flying EMS and military 
contracts.  I have been retired for 4 years. 

I currently review pilot records for currency, medicals, copy of 
government ID and pilot certificates.  Record Board of 
Director meetings.  Provide assistance in classes and training 
for our membership, and duties as described in our 
membership by laws.  I mow, what little grass we have at the 
hanger, week control and ensure we are not in trouble with 
Las Cruces Codes. I want to provide a safe and fun experience 
for all our members and am here to assist in any way I can 
help. 



A word from Guy Floyd Membership 
Director:

It's amazing how busy I've been as your 
Membership (chair?) so early in this fiscal 
year. Even with the Covid-19 situation we 
are all in, I have taken calls from locals, 
people moving here, and some looking for 
flight instruction. Not even a pandemic is 
able to slow down such a great aviation 
club as ours! Thanks for being a member 
and talk us up where ever you are.



A Word from Wally our Social Officer and Board Member:

We had so many exiting things planned for the last couple of months.

Rides on the test flight of Virgin Galactic’s Space Ship 2.

Fly in to Tucson with steak dinner at Old Tucson.

Private tour of the Trinity Site.

But we had to cancel them all.

Since there really isn’t much to talk about, I decided I’d tell you about something I did 
during this time of isolation. Somewhere I was reading and came across a reference to 
a book titled “Serenade To The Big Bird”. I’ve been trying to remember where I ran in 
to it but can’t. Hey, I’m old. Anyway, it was written in 1944 by Bert Stiles, a B-17 pilot.

I have flown in the nose of a B-17 (the video that plays on our website was taken from 
the bombardiers seat of that B-17) so I thought the book might be interesting. It was. A 
few places got a little personal. He was casually talking about dropping bombs on a 
couple of my favorite little places in France, Tours and Cherbourg. Another passage got 
real personal when he was talking about flying over Normandy a couple days after D-
Day and mentioned all those soldiers down below in muddy trenches. One of those 
soldiers was my father.

Mr. Stiles waxes philosophical on occasion. He might have turned into a great writer 
had he lived. Unfortunately he re-uped to fly P-51s and was KIA in November 1944 
over the Ardennes.

If you have any interest in what it was really like to fly a B-17 for 12 hours with no sleep 
while others are shooting at you this book is a good read.



A Word from Scott Eastbourn our Treasurer: 

Hi all, my name is Scott Eastbourn and I am the club's 
Treasurer. I am currently a private pilot ASEL (also have my 
tailwheel endorsement) and Glider with about 140 hours 
between them. My wife (Andrea), 5 year old son (Preston), 3 
year old daughter (Emma), and myself have lived in Las Cruces 
for just over a year. We moved here from southern California 
for my job, Lead Propulsion Engineer at Virgin Galactic. I have 
the amazing opportunity of working on the SS2 rocket motor 
and am thrilled our team and vehicles are here in southern 
NM! Outside of flying my hobbies include motocross, 
motorcycle trials, camping, and hiking.

On the business end of things, I'd like to ask for your help in 
making our monthly billing as efficient as it can be. If you can 
please take your time when entering your name, Hobbs/Tach 
time values in the log sheet each flight, paying special 
attention to making the entries legible and the math correct, 
it would be a big help. There are frequently errors in the 
times recorded, the math (I know you have a cell phone 
calculator on you), and overall legibility can make things 
difficult to decipher. It takes time to 
interpret/correct/process these issues, and like all of you I 
have a busy schedule with many of life's demands vying for 
attention, so your support in this area would be greatly 
appreciated. If you have ideas for how this process could be 
better and less error prone, let me know! Thanks all.



CFI Corner:  No Airspeed Indicator?

By Don Donahue

Around 17 years ago, Tommy Delgado, a fellow CFI & I were flying 
Adventure Aviation’s C-182RG when we took a bug impact directly 
into the pitot tube, and our indicated airspeed immediately 
became zero.  Recently I ran into an article about this predicament, 
reminding me of our experience.  So, do you think you could fly 
without an indicated airspeed? In a recent small survey (not local), 
some pilots apparently weren’t so sure.

In primary training, we emphasize the value of knowing our outside 
“picture” through the windscreen and power setting used for a 
desired result.  In other words, pitch + power = performance.  We 
set a known posture combined with a known power setting, then 
compare (& interpret) the results as shown on the instruments   If 
not satisfactory we need make only small corrections.  There are 
only about 8 of these “working airspeeds” for normal VFR flight: 
initial climb, cruise climb, cruise, cruise descent, then the pattern 
postures which include flap settings: downwind level, downwind 
descending, base descending, and final approach.  Of course 
several more are critical for instrument flight where we don’t want 
to be groping for them while shooting a tricky instrument approach 
(the “picture” being the attitude indicator),

Practicing  sensory inputs with, then without the airspeed indicator 
might be a useful pastime.  We can be capable of intuitively 
recognizing all the necessary pitch/power postures, making us 
more precision pilots with or without the airspeed indicator.  And 
certainly able to handle a failure of that instrument with little or no 
pucker factor.



Trip of the Quarter:

Flying by the Very 
Large Array 
By Daniel Haverporth

A view of many antennas of 
the Very Large Array near 
Magdalena New Mexico 
taken from N6527J



It was April 2020 and COVID 19 was hitting hard.  The nation was 
in mass confusion and the only guidance that we got from state 
officials regarding flying was that solo flights were allowed.  As 
such I had to put my IFR training with my instructor on hold, but I 
could still build the 50 hours of PIC Cross-Country time that I 
would need for my Instrument Rating.  Being that I could not 
really go anywhere with COVID raging all around me, I decided to 
go see something in New Mexico that I always wanted to visit but 
wasn’t willing to spend the three hours of drive time to see it; the 
Very Large Array just west of Socorro New Mexico.  The VLA is a 
large Radio Telescope array used to study astronomical 
phenomenon and is one of the largest Radio Telescopes in the 
world.  It is depicted in several movies, most of which have to do 
with aliens.  It is a New Mexico landmark which I had not yet seen.

The route that I planned to get to the VLA was to fly along a valley 
between the San Mateo Mountains and the Magdalena 
Mountains. I would fly by the VLA, snap a few pictures, then turn 
to the east.  I would fly over the little New Mexican town of 
Magdalena, make a quick touch and go in Socorro New Mexico so 
I could log time for a Cross-Country flight, and then return home 
to Las Cruces. The terrain along the valley can get close to 8,000 
feet so I choose a cruising altitude of 10,500 feet.  The Very Large 
Array itself if situated in the Smitty MOA, and is actually depicted 
on the VFR charts.  It consists of railroad tracks in a star shape 
which is used to move the antennas to various locations.  



I picked a beautiful Saturday morning in late 
April to conduct the flight.  You could not wish 
for better weather.  The winds were calm and 
the temperature was not too hot and not too 
cold. The Club’s Piper Cherokee 180, which I call 
the Flying Juliet, just finished up her annual 
inspection and was eager to fly.  I took off from 
Las Cruces around 7:30 AM and began my long 
climb up to 10,500 feet.  I picked up flight 
following with Albuquerque Center.  Since the 
airline industry was in shock right after COVID 
hit, air traffic was still very light; the controller 
was apparently working various sectors as I 
heard him directing traffic near Carlsbad New 
Mexico.  It took me several times to explain to 
the controller what my plans were.  The 
controller was hindered by the fact that the VLA 
was not depicted on his radar scope and he had 
no idea were it was at.  I told him that the array 
was just west of the Magdalena airport and that 
was apparently good enough for him.  

A view of the Magdalena 
Mountains from N6527J



As I was flying along the valley, I noticed that the terrain 
below me was beginning to change from desert to grassland.  
There was no hint of civilization anywhere.  The views of the 
mountains were beautiful and  a good change of pace to the 
brown desert I usually fly over.  The tops of the mountains 
were around 10,000 feet so it seemed like I was flying level 
with the mountains.  Finally the VLA came into view.  At first, I 
could see distant white dots which are the various antenna 
arrays in the distance.  As I got closer, I could finally see the 
entire array, some 20 large antenna dishes all pointed in the 
same direction.  It was truly an impressive sight to see from 
the air.  I would not have been able to appreciate the size of 
the array if I had just seen it from the ground.  

After snapping a few pictures, I headed toward the town of 
Magdalena.  After passing the base of the Magdalena 
mountains I began an aggressive descent from 10,500 feet to 
the pattern altitude of the Socorro Airport which is at 5,800 
feet.  The terrain seemed to slope downward at about the 
same rate as my descent so that it seemed like my height 
above ground was constant and that the only way I would 
know that I was descending would be from my altimeter.  
After executing a flawless touch and go on runway 33 in 
Socorro, I turned back home in what was a 2.8 hour Cross-
Country flight.  This was definitely one of the most 
memorable trips I’ve taken and I will do again someday soon.  

If you have a trip that you would like to nominate as Trip 
of the Quarter, send your story and pictures to Daniel 
Haverporth at dhaverporth@gmail.com


